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ABSTRACT:  

This paper describes an analysis conducted into the effect of CO2 laser processing parameters on 

the surface modification and heat treatment of steels. The CO2 laser and in house developed 

apparatus for movement of the samples allowed for high speed surface heat treatment. The 

operation of these components in conjunction allowed a wide variation in the heat treatments and 

sample properties to be obtained. In particular, the mechanism to pass the steel samples at high 

speeds (700 — 1200 mm/s), kept the focus spot exposure times below 1 x 10-3 s. Laser power 

from 825 to 1050W and continuous beam mode were used. Both laser hardened and laser glazed 

samples were analysed using optical microscopy, Vickers and micro hardness testing, and XRD. 

The samples showed functionally graded surface morphologies and corresponding hardness and 

stiffness responses. For more rapidly process samples three layers of distinct hardness were 

noted. In all cases crystal and property modification to approximately 500ttm was found. Results 

show how the laser treatment is directly related to the hardness profile through the surface and 

resultant microstructures. The results from all the samples show increased hardness due to (a) the 

formation of martensite and ferrite in the laser hardened samples and (b) a complete 

microstructural transformation to an amorphous state in the glazed samples. It is noted that the 

higher stiffness and hardness of the glazed samples can expect to result in a more wear resistant 

coating for the semi-steel forming process. The amorphous layer may also be expected to act as a 

thermal barrier to the higher temperatures encountered in semi-solid steel forming. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

For a steel of eutectoid composition, in order to obtain a structure which is entirely martensitic 

the steel must be cooled quickly. This rate must be such that when plotted on a Time 

Temperature Transition plot for the alloy it does not cut into the 'nose' of the modified 

'transformation' curve, in the region of 550°C. If the steel remains in this temperature range for 

even more than one second, then transformation to pearlite begins. Severe water-quenches are 

therefore required to produce wholly martensitic structures in the plain carbon steels [1]. 

For steel containing less than 0.3% carbon, it is impossible to obtain a wholly martensitic 

structure however rapidly it is cooled. Large quantities of ferrite will inevitably precipitate when 

the transformation curve is unavoidably cut in the upper temperature ranges. 



Fortunately, the addition of small amount of alloying elements such as chromium, nickel and 

manganese has the effect of slowing down transformation rates so that the TTT curves are 

displaced to the right of TTT plot. This means that much slower rates of cooling can be used, in 

the form of oil- or even air-quenches in order to obtain a martensitic structure. 

H13 (wt%: 5.5Cr, 1.8Mo, 1.2V, 1.2Si, 0.5Mn, 0.45C, 0.3Ni, bal. Fe) steel is one of the most 

popular hot-working die steels. Surface treatments are often used to improve the strength and 

other properties of surface and subsurface layers of hotworking dies in order to alleviate the 

damages due to both thermal stress and mechanical stress, to hold back the nucleation and 

propagation of heat checking, and to prolong the service life of hot working dies. Other steel dies 

including PVD coated ledeburitic cold working steels have been invested in the past for semi-

solid forming [2]. 

Laser glazing is a surface treatment process that forms an amorphous layers by rapid heating and 

quick quenching process. This amorphous structure is hard, wear-resistance, oxidation-resistance 

and corrosion resistance. Once the surface of the steel becomes amorphous, it becomes non-

conductive, so more corrosion resistance properties are obvious [3- 5]. The present work focuses 

to investigate the effect of processing parameters during developing an amorphous structure.  

 

2 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP  

2.1 Experimental rig  

A 1.5 kW CO2 laser machining centre was used for the surface processing in this work. The 

pulse repetition rate could be varied by altering the frequency of the laser's master clock (4MHz). 

The specifications for this laser system can be seen in table 1. 

 

A spiral laser path processed on 10mm diameter and 100 mm long section of H13 rods was used 

with overlapping exposures. In order to achieve effective coverage and cooling rate in the 

samples a device was built that could rotate the bars while the laser spot was moved along its 

length. This created the required helical pattern along the entire length of the workpieces and 

ensured complete coverage and total surface treatment. The diminutive exposure time required to 



achieve glazing indicated that rotational speeds above 1000 rpm were required. This therefore 

called for a reasonable powerful motor with variable speed that had a tightly integrated motor 

and clamp/chuck that did not deflect from the centreline.   

 

2.2 Experimental procedure  

The processing parameters investigated are shown in table 2. Based on previous work [4-6], the 

exposure times required could be estimated. These were calculated by dividing the diameter of 

the spot size by the point speed. The motor speed in turn could then be calculated by dividing the 

point speed required by the circumference of the cylinder. The irradiance was calculated by 

dividing the power of the laser beam by the affected area or spot size. Metallographic samples 

for the processed rods were prepared using Nital etchant. Vickers hardness (HV) and micro 

hardness (HM) measurement were made through the coating thickness.    

 

 

3 RESULTS  

3.1 Hardness and coating thickness  

The hardness and coating thickness results determined are shown in table 3.  



 

 

Figure 1 shows the through thickness micro-hardness stress relief plots for sample 17. 

 

 

 



3.2 Metallography  

Figure 2 and 3 show the through surface microstructures for six of the H13 tool steel specimens. 

 

 

 

 It can be seen in these figures that samples 13, 14, and 17 showed three distinct through 

thickness microstructural regions. Sample 16 also showed a similar three zone effect. It is 

thought that a glazed region has been produced near the surface of these samples. This is the 

specimen skin region. The middle region has a grain growth toward the centre of the specimen, 

which indicates the thermal gradient was in this direction, from a hotter outer temperature to a 

cooler inner specimen which conducted the heat away. The final zone is a transition to the 

underline pearlitic substrate. Samples one and three show a ferritic type directionally solidified 

skin similar in microstructure to the middle zone in samples 13, 16, and 17. Sample four shows a 

martensitic acicular type structure when viewed at high magnification. 

 



4 CONCLUSIONS  

Two sets of Vickers hardness readings from sample one and sample 17 are shown in figures 4 

and 5 respectively. A weight of 981 mN was loaded on the indenter for these tests. The soft 

coating on sample one showed no improvement in surface hardness relative to the substrate, see 

figure 4.   

 

 

 

 

 

Sample 17 represented an intermediate case with noticeable improvements in surface hardness   

relative to the substrate recorded, see figure 5. The hardest surfaces achieved were from the 

processing conditions for samples 2 to 9. While microstructural changes up to 500 micrometers 

were noted, coating thicknesses typically of 150 micrometers were found for these samples.  The 

method by which the hardness is increased in the samples is seen to be dependent on rate and 

intensity of heat deposited. In all cases investigated here the surface was locally melted. Higher 

powers and lower exposure times were seen to result in directionally solidified ferritic skin layers 

and relatively soft surfaces, as for sample one. Lower powers and exposure times results in a tri-

zoned microstructure with intermediate surface hardness, as for sample 17. Highest hardness was 

achieved with the intermediate irradiances and exposure times as for sample 4, where a surface 



hardness of about 700 HV was achieved. Surface glazing may have occurred in these samples. 

The large increases in hardness values observed (up to four times that of the substrate) indicate 

great potential for use in semi-solid steel processing. Another advantage of glazing the surface is 

the potential ability from this process to tailor a thermal shock barrier for the underlying die 

surface [7].  
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